
Tuesday 1st August 2017: “Astrophotography for Absolute Amateurs” - Eric
Walker (HAS)

Eric admits starting off as an absolute amateur, totally self taught and reliant on 
constructive feedback of friends. He gives us an insight into his tools, techniques and 
emotions as he follows his passion.

He starts with a brief history of astrophotography, adapted from an article written by 
Sara Barnes, 2017 http://mymodernmet.com/best-astrophotography/ She tells us that 
humans have been fascinated by the night sky for centuries, and now we have the 
technology we can begin to understand and study it better by recording celestial objects
through astrophotography. It is, in fact, one of the earliest forms of scientific 
photography.

There were numerous difficulties to overcome from telescopes not strong enough to 
hold equipment to photographic processes so slow they didn’t record anything. 

Photographing the Sun proved more difficult but in 1851, a solar eclipse was imaged (1)
using a camera attached to a heliometer (measures Sun’s diameter). It was the 
introduction of dry plate photography or the gelatin process that allowed more people to 
experiment with astrophotography and yielded some great results.

(1)

Andrew Ainslie Common was the first to photograph a nebula from his back garden in 
1883; this was the Great Orion Nebula. (2)

(2)



Charge coupled devices (CCDs) were invented in the 1970s and these translate data 
into digital images. They have revolutionised astrophotography, being exceptionally light
sensitive and can image a wide field. They are used extensively by NASA, whose 
spacecraft have taken some of the most spectacular photographs ever imaged.

Eric has a Pulsar dome with an 11” Celestron Schmidt-Cassegrain on a CGX equatorial 
mount with a guiding ‘scope to allow him to take long exposures. He has a digital SLR 
Canon 760D with a range of lenses such as a telephoto and fish eye lens. A remote 
control opens and closes the shutter to avoid camera jiggle and there is a specialised 
focal reducer to reduce his ‘scope from an F10 to F2. This allows for a wide field of view
and cuts down exposure time from, for example, 25 minutes to one minute.

There are some technical definitions we need to know: Shutter speed: the time the 
shutter is open to capture as much light as possible. Focal length of camera and lens in 
mm Aperture; known as f stop and the bigger the number the smaller the opening.
Film speed (ISO rating) – how quickly the film would react to light but the quicker the 
reaction, the more grainy the image. There is an equivalent in digital cameras in that the
sensor has an amplifier on it so a higher setting gives more ‘noise’, which is equivalent 
to the image being grainy. High settings are required when trying to capture faint 
objects.

It is also important to understand the relationship between all those numbers and the 
image you are trying to achieve. They form a common language when other 
photographers ask how you got that picture.

Then Eric showed various images he has taken over the years starting with rainbows 
(3), nacreous clouds, halos (4) and a sun pillar as this was the way to get to know the 
camera, its settings and to learn how to use processing software.
(3)                                          (4)

    

 His NLCs were quite grainy to start with but now show structure and clarity. Practice is 
important, but so is better equipment and processing software and with these, as well 
as experience, his pictures gradually got better and better. He experimented with a fish 
eye lens when taking photos of the aurora; he learnt how to pick out colour with 
processing software. He photographed the ISS and satellites with six 30-second 
exposures – the maximum before star trails appear.



You need to know when events are going to happen and be set up ready – that’s how 
he also captured iridium flares (5). Take numerous photos of the night sky during a 
meteor shower using a tripod and the chances are you will capture one and, by using an
automatic timer, you can enjoy the shower too.
(5)

 
The Moon is easy to photograph using a webcam and the free software Registax, which
can give a good quality image. Taking a mosaic of the Moon (6) leads to an excellent 
high resolution photograph.

(6)

Bill Leslie of SIGMA is the master of this type of image. Photoshop allows different 
types of processing, for example it can grossly exaggerate the colours of the Moon as 
the minerals in the rocks reflect some colours more than others (7).
(7)



Earthshine requires the correct exposure and might take a lot of practice photographs to
get it right. The Sun can be a good subject as long as the telescope is well filtered. 
Again, he cited Bill, who takes excellent photos of the Sun.

By putting a webcam onto the 11” Celestron, Eric could photograph Saturn, Jupiter and 
Uranus. Again, his first attempts weren’t bad but certainly improved over time.(8)

(8)

It is even possible to take a series of images of a comet over a few hours and join them 
together to show movement. One of his best images is perhaps comet Holmes (9).

(9)



Perhaps the photo that best defines Eric is the Great Orion Nebula which he began
imaging in 2004 starting with just the Orion constellation (10,11,12, 13 & 14). Later he 
photographed the nebula, which gradually improved, as his technique, exposure time 
and processing got better.
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He also tried photographing the Andromeda Galaxy and started with a hazy patch but 
over time structure began to appear. One of the major adjustments he made was in the 
focussing using a Bahtinov mask.

(15)



There were many more photos that Eric hadn’t been able to include but some you can 
see on the Highlands Astronomical society website.


